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invented in • vent • ed

screen screen

pictures pic • tures

comedy com • e • dy

drama dra • ma

learning learn • ing

Years ago people tried to send pictures through the air.  Paul Nipkow invented

the first TV.  It was 1884.  TV was invented before the radio.  But it took a long time

to get it to work right.

TV works very much like radio.  But it needs a screen.  The first TV sets had very

small screens.  The pictures were black, white, and gray.  That was about 1945.

The first color TV came out in 1953.

Today everyone has TV’s.  You can see the news, talk shows, comedy, and

drama.  Schools use TV for teaching.  TV can make learning come alive.

What a great way to share ideas!  Now, with a TV, you can see the person who is

talking to you.

TELEVISION

1. Who invented the first TV? ___________________________________________

2. When was the very first TV invented? __________________________________

3. What were the first TV sets and pictures like?  Write the two sentences in the

story that tell us. ___________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Use the words in the box to fill in the blanks.

about    invented    person    work

today    black    before    screen

Years ago people tried to send pictures through the air.  Paul Nipkow

___________________ the first TV.  It was 1884.  TV was invented _______________

the radio.  But it took a long time to get it to ___________________ right.

TV works very much like radio.  But it needs a ___________________.  The first TV

sets had very small screens.  The pictures were ___________________, white, and

gray.  That was ___________________ 1945.  The first color TV came out in 1953.

___________________ everyone has TV’s.  You can see the news, talk shows,

comedy, and drama.  Schools use TV for teaching.  TV can make learning come alive.

What a great way to share ideas!  Now, with a TV, you can see the

___________________ who is talking to you.

TELEVISION

1. TV was invented before radio.  But radios came out first.  Why?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

2. When did people start to use black and white TV’s? _______________________

3. When did people start to use color TV’s? ________________________________

4. How is TV different than radio? _______________________________________

________________________________________________________________


